MISSION and VISION

Let’s roll up our sleeves and be the key to change for a better society

In

August 2009, Typhoon Morakot devastated the Hualien-Taitung (“Huatung”) region
of Taiwan, many religious and charity organizations rushed to aid disaster stricken areas
with abundant donations of money and supplies. These resources only alleviated the problems
superficially and did not provide long term solutions for Huatung residents to have a
sustainable future.
In addition to the donation of funds, Taiwan needs the donation of “people”. Taiwan needs
volunteers who can envision a systematic way to create structural changes that can alleviate
persistent economic problems in the under resourced communities. There is also a need for
effectively pooling resources, talents, and experiences from non-profit organizations to deploy
available resources to produce maximum impact for the greater good.
On 28 December 2009, with a group of like-minded individuals, I founded The Alliance
Cultural Foundation (“ACF”.) ACF is a non-profit organization which will serve as a platform
for public interest projects. It hopes to connect the right resources with the right project.
ACF’s role is to be the pioneer who will experiment with alternative solutions to develop
successful models to support sustainable economic development in the Huatung Region.
ACF focuses on five main areas of development-planting the seed for education, business
advisory, nurturing arts and culture, tourism promotion, and resource integration. In every
project which we are engaged in, we ensure that our ears are solidly planted on the ground
so that we can hear the true voices and address the cultural nuances of working with
different communities. We hope to develop sustainable businesses and create opportunities
in Huatung which will allow young people to find employment in their hometown, so their
children do not have to be raised by grandparents or relatives. We want to help Huatung
people preserve their family unit while participating in the economic growth of the region.
I believe Huatung’s future is closely tied to the future of Taiwan. Huatung, a remote region
inhabited by many aborigine tribes, is rich in culture with unsurpassed natural beauty.
The cultural diversity and natural beauty represent some of the best qualities of life in Taiwan.
Let us roll up our sleeves and work together to ensure these qualities are preserved for the
benefit of our children. May we join forces and be the key to change for a better society.

Sincerely,
Stanley C. Yen

Chairman, The Alliance Cultural Foundation

EDUCATION
Because of the disparity of resources between urban and rural communities and Taiwan’s

education system that rewards success through a standardized examination system, many
children from rural communities do not have access to higher education nor the opportunity to

develop alternative path to success. Therefore employment prospects are also limited for these
children. Nurturing children’s innate talents and assisting them to develop alternative career path
have been the core mission of ACF.

In

2011, Stanley Yen became the Chairman of Junyi School for Innovative Learning located
in Taitung. His goal is for Junyi to become the first bilingual school (Chinese / English) in
Huatung where students learn through a discovery based curriculum in an environment where
independent thinking is fostered. In collaboration with a number of vocational high schools,
ACF has also developed vocational programs to provide Huatung youth with the necessary
skills to find work in their hometown. Furthermore, with the availability of cloud technology, ACF,
in collaboration with the Cheng Chi Foundation, has developed a world class online learning
program in Mandarin to serve children from remote regions.
ACF recognizes unless we are able to create structural changes to the traditional education
system, we will not be able change the future of children from under resourced communities.

▍PRIMARY & SECONDARY
JUNYI SCHOOL for INNOVATIVE LEARNING |

Through Junyi, ACF hopes to build a new
educational platform which will help reform
the traditional system and educate through
discovery, inspiration, appreciation of culture
and nature. Junyi is also unique to offer
a bilingual (Chinese / English) education
environment and an emphasis on character
development.

Scholarship programs
at Junyi are offered
to children from
underprivileged
backgrounds, most of
whom are aborigines.

WALDORF EDUCATION |

Waldorf education uses a holistic approach to teaching. It nurtures children through experiential
learning and aims to preserve children’s innate creativity and inspire self-expression. One of the
unique characteristics of Waldorf education is that it does not emphasize competition; instead,
it allows children to learn and develop at their own pace. It encourages children to be in touch
with nature, allowing them to explore their innate talents through activities.
In 2012, Junyi’s primary school adopted the Waldorf education system. It aims to plant a new
seed of hope for reforming the educational system in Taiwan by integrating the Waldorf spirit
and Junyi mission.

JUNYI ACADEMY |

Established in 2012, Junyi Academy is a growing online education
platform which provides free world-class learning in Mandarin. The
Junyi Academy is a collaboration with the Cheng Chi Foundation
who has been authorized by the Khan Academy to use its
pedagogy. With access to the internet, students are able to learn
through Junyi Academy’s interactive videos with each student’s
progress being monitored by a teacher, a parent, or a mentor.
Students increasingly seek to attain their knowledge from the
internet; however, a majority of learning materials provided online
serves only English speaking people. Junyi Academy aims to
deliver equal learning opportunity for Chinese speakers, as well as
to those with limited access to education. Junyi Academy aspires
to offer a wide range of subjects for students to explore and learn
online. Through Junyi Academy, education is and will be widely
available for anyone who has the desire to learn.
FLIPPED CLASSROOM |

Taking the podium out of the classroom. Flipped classroom is a non-traditional model of
education where the classroom is “flipped”. Rather than learning through lectures in the
classroom, students learn new materials through online video lectures (Junyi Academy), the
classroom serves as a forum to discuss homework and lessons with teachers and peers.

Flipped classroom enables teachers to better reach students with different learning styles.
It provides an engaging learning experience and allows students to work at their own pace.
Flipped classroom teacher seminars are conducted regularly at Junyi, aiming to create
awareness, as well as a new trend in education.
BILINGUAL EDUCATION |

Junyi teaches in both Mand-arin and English. It offers a unique
international learning environment through its diverse group of
teachers and volunteers. Junyi believes that a bilingual education
encourages students to become more international in perspective and
more global in their thinking. Junyi adopts a free spirited environment
and offers an international campus experience. International guest
lecturers and accomplished artists, musicians, educators are regularly invited on campus to
teach and inspire students. Students also have the opportunity to study English in the U.S. for
one or two years through a generous scholarship established by the STUF Foundation.

▍ VOCATIONAL
ECOTOURISM PROGRAM |
Taitung University Affiliated Physical
Education Senior High School (NTPEHS)

NTPEHS emphasizes an athletics education;
however, only 3% of graduates advance
in this direction. In an effort to change the
future of the remaining 97%, NTPEHS and
ACF established an Ecotourism Program for
the students in Grade 12, to foster alternative
career interests.
The Ecotourism Program offers professional
training in eco-tour guiding and hospitality

management. The program trains students to
lead bicycle tours, extreme sport excursions,
environmental tours, marine biology tours,
and bed and breakfast management.
The tourism industry is a growing rapidly
in Huatung with increasing demand for
manpower. The Ecotourism Program will
enable students to seek better employment
opportunities in the Huatung region.

Industrial Design Program |
The futures of students are, in many ways,
PLAYING WITH ARCHITECTURE PROGRAM |
determined by the grades they achieve
Kung-Tung Technical Senior High School (KTTSHS)
in school. As a result, students with
underperforming grades have lower selfesteem, motivation and career prospects.
KTTSHS and ACF aim to brighten the future
of these students with the Industrial Design
Program. The program strives to re-motivate
these students and help them find a passion
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN PROGRAM &

for learning and engage them in the field of industrial design. The two year program hopes to
nurture underachieving students from Grades 11 through experiential learning. Taught by 16
the profession.
Playing with Architecture

|

“Playing with Architecture” is an extracurricular program at KTTSHS,
which hopes to inspire students to learn the fundamental know-how
of architectural design that combines designing environmentally
sustainable buildings with the needs of the community. The Huatung
region has only a handful of designers and architects, developing
talents locally will not only create job opportunities within the region,
but will also utilize effectively local youth who already have an in-depth
knowledge of the ecological and environmental requirements of the region.

manage or run a successful and sustainable
local business, and more importantly, to be
able to remain in their hometown and help
foster its growth.
Enrichment Training for B&B Professionals |
National Cheng Kung Commercial & Aquaculture
Senior Vocational High School (NCKCASVHS)

BED&BREAKFAST MANAGEMENT PROGRAM |
Yu- Jen Senior High School (YJSHS)

The B&B Management Program at YJSHS
aims to offer students a positive direction in
life, as well as to play a vital role in developing
hospitality professionals locally. The curriculum
focuses on experiential learning for Grade
11 and 12 students. It teaches operation of
B&B, housekeeping management, restaurant
service etiquette, menu development,
ecotourism planning and guiding, and more.
Students are provided training opportunities
at the Coconut Beach B&B; and on occasion,
culinary instructors are invited to share their
expertise on creating unique menus using
local ingredients. Through the program,
ACF hopes to provide students the ability to

Local businesses in Huatung rely heavily
on tourism. In an effort to enhance the level
of hospitality services upto international
standards, in conjunction with NCKCASVHS,
ACF has regularly sponsored seminars for
students to meet and work with local B&B
managers, professors from Kaohsiung
University of Hospitality and Tourism, as well
as successful hotel and restaurant managers.
Through these seminars, students gain
practical knowledge about the industry and
are inspired by best practices.

BUSINESS ADVISORY
To promote economic development while preserving the environment is a challenge for many
communities worldwide. The Huatung region is no exception. Here, ACF takes the lead in
demonstrating to local development authorities those best business practices that will allow local
enterprises to prosper while maintaining the region’s pristine environment.

A

CF has provided advisory services to a number of indigenous businesses. It has ongoing
dialogues with tribes and has in-depth understanding of their issues and concerns,
including those pertaining to the lack of education and economic resources for many aborigine
families. ACF seeks to identify and utilize unique tribal assets and resources to develop
business opportunities and create jobs. ACF believes it is important to not only teach people
how to fish but also to help gather the fish, so that one could learn in a supportive environment.
One of ACF’s tasks is to help bring travelers to the region who share a love for the distinctive
characteristics of the indigenous cuisine, arts and music, and the region’s natural beauty.

▍BIXILIAN & LUANSHAN TRIBE
BIXILIAN |

the Taiwan National
Theatre & Concert
Hall. Paw Paw Drum
ensemble has instilled
new hope and life to a
declining community.
LUANSHAN |

Bixilian was one of ACF’s first advisory
projects in Huatung. ACF helped the Bixilian
tribe to rebuild its Bixilian Cultural Center
which serves as a performing arts venue for
the Paw Paw Drum ensemble. The Paw Paw
Drum is a group of young indigenous children
from underprivileged families, brought
together by ACF, in effort to give them a
positive goal in life to regain their confidence.
ACF invited Hong-Chi Ho from Ju Percussion
Group to train the children professionally.
ACF has also set up individual bank accounts
for the children to save their earnings from
the performances. Through intensive training
and dedication, their growing popularity has
led to performances overseas, as well as in

ACF helped the Luanshan Tribe establish
its experiential tourism business. ACF
has promoted hiking tours in Luanshan’s
spectacular virgin rainforest, allowing the tribe
to provide an unforgettable experience without
compromising the environment. ACF has
helped Luanshan market this unique rainforest
experience to international travelers. It has
also advised and help built a tribal gathering
venue which provides shelter and dining for
visitors. By assisting small enterprises, ACF
hopes to create new jobs and promote positive
economic development in the region.

▍OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT
In collaboration with international
organizations, ACF has established both
short-term and long-term skill development
programs to expand the horizons of
indigenous youth. Short-term development
programs include bringing B&B managers
and local craftsmen to culturally rich
experiential travel destinations to observe
its aborigine architecture, culture, arts,
crafts, and learn how others preserve and
market their traditions. Long-term overseas
development program involves a 10-month

study in the Polynesian Cultural Center at
Hawaii’s Brigham Young University (BYU).
The program includes an internship for
students.
ACF hopes its overseas development
programs will enable students to bring
the knowledge they acquired back to their
villages, share their experiences with other
village youth, and cultivate ideas which can
be developed into sustainable business
opportunities.

B&B
TRAINING
PLATFORM

YUJOY HOUSE |

Yujoy House is a bed and breakfast inn that offers hospitality training for young people who
would like to return to Huatung for employment. Yujoy House is one of ACF’s first projects to
bring young people back to Huatung for local employment and/or business development.
Yujoy introduces young people to employment opportunities in landscaping, room service,
tribal dinning service, arts, and entertainment.
DONGHE WATER HOSTEL

|

Donghe Water Hostel, once a long abandoned water station, was
discovered by ACF and renowned multimedia and driftwood artist,
Weibin Xu. Through close collaboration, the structure has been
transformed into a backpacker's hostel. Donghe Water Hostel not
only offers accommodation for visitors, it is also a hospitality training
platform for underprivileged village youth. Through experiential
learning and internship, ACF hopes the training will empower t h e
youths to manage or own a successful and sustainable
local business.

Nurturing Arts & Culture
Taiwan’s indigenous people are naturally gifted in arts and music. They have an innate sense of

color and rhythm. Because of the lack of resources resulting in limited education opportunities,

Huatung youths do not have the chance to develop their talents. In an effort to nurture the children’s

innate talents, ACF organizes annual English language, arts, music, and skill development camps
and workshops. The camps and workshops aim to inspire learning and help motivate aborigine
youth to find their talent, and to acquire practical skills. Because the camps and workshops are led
by accomplished practitioners and volunteers from Taiwan and the international community, the

ensuing cultural exchanges have widened Huatung youth’s horizons and given them hope to grow
beyond what the local community offers.

▍ENGLISH CAMP
ACF’s Huatung Youth English Camp was first initiated in the summer of 2010. Volunteers, who
undergo six months of training, live with campers and build close friendships. The curriculum
of the camp is based on learning through discovery. Activities are designed to help children
learn to become independent thinkers. Children are encouraged to express themselves in the
English language as the camp provides a total English immersion experience for two weeks.
Volunteers are recruited from American high schools in Taiwan and the U.S. as well as from
Taiwan universities.
While the children learn to speak English, the volunteers learn about leadership, commitment,
and responsibility. During the past 5 years, the camp has developed a very sophisticated
curriculum for teaching English through games and activities. ACF hopes this camp will serve
as a model for other communities interested in building similar learning experiences for their
youths from under resourced backgrounds.

▍PRACTICAL DESIGN CAMP
The Huatung Youth Practical Design Camp aims to inspire young people to discover their
spiritual interests through practical designs in their daily life. The workshop’s objective is
to provide a platform for academics and practitioners, amateurs as well as professionals,
to incorporate the intrinsic beauty of Huatung culture into their design work. Participants
included high school and college students and aboriginal artists. The workshop conducted
courses for creative visual animation, woodwork design, laser engraving product design, and
plane visual design. Through Huatung Youth Practical Design Camp, ACF hopes to provide
an opportunity for Huatung youth to appreciate and create value in the natural resources that
surround them.

▍DRIFTWOOD WORKSHOP
Because of recurrent typhoons in Taiwan, driftwood is often found on
the shores of Taitung. Driftwood art and furniture making is a popular
local craft in the region. ACF invited renowned driftwood artists, WeiBing Hsu and Laheizi to conduct driftwood furniture workshops,
aiming to inspire Grade 11 and 12 students from the carpentry
program at Kung-Tung Technical Senior High School. The workshops
taught students the basic skills of driftwood-work, and helped them
to create furniture that is both practical and modern in design so the
products can be more marketable.

Tourism
Huatung is a relatively underdeveloped region in Taiwan due to lack of access. Because of its
temperate climate, diverse aborigine culture, and breathtaking natural beauty with majestic coastal

mountains and pristine beaches, it is also an ideal tourist destination. Development of the region’s
tourism industry must balance with the need to preserve the environment. ACF has worked steadily

to develop “experiential tourism” in Huatung. It has trained local inn keepers, tour guides and taxi

drivers to provide high standard professional services while fastidiously bringing tourists who
appreciate natural beauty and the idyllic pace of Huatung life.

▍EXPERIENTIAL TOURISM
In 2010, ACF began its Huatung experiential tourism initiative from organizing tours for
company trips; in 2011, it invited influential Taiwanese and international visitors, including
foreign diplomats, ministry of tourism officials, entrepreneurs/corporate heads, renowned
artists, gourmet chefs, and travel writers. By the end of 2013, ACF had introduced over 6000
visitors to Huatung. With each passing year, the number of visitors to the Huatung region
increased significantly.
ACF’s mission is to create meaningful employment opportunities in Huatung through
experiential tourism, and helping the tribes to promote its individual customs and cultural
practices. In 2013, with Huatung’s tourism and its industries maturing, ACF created an
experiential tourism business model for travel agencies to refer to. It hopes to create a larger
impact on Huatung’s tourism, while also creating more business for the agencies. In addition,
ACF aims to increasingly attract international markets, such as expatriate communities
residing in nearby countries.

▍DEVELOPING TOURISM
PROFESSIONALS
To further enhance successful tourism in
Taitung, in addition to conducting B&B
management seminars, and service and
city guide training for local taxi drivers, ACF
added an ambassadors’ training program.

The ambassadors’ training program is offered to the “ambassadors” of Huatung, such as B&B
owners, restaurateurs, tour guides, and public transportation workers. The program covers
service etiquette, language skill development, navigation skill development, understanding of
local sites, internet marketing, and regularly adds new curriculum to the program.

▍ART ALLIANCE & TRAVEL ALLIANCE
Art Alliance
Art Alliance, a bilingual (Chinese/English) website, was created in an effort to help indigenous
handicraft artists and workshops in Huatung to promote and showcase their artwork through
the internet. It aims to help promote businesses of people living in remote areas, and to
globally introduce the impressive culture and charm of indigenous artwork.
www.art.thealliance.org.tw
Travel Alliance
The Travel Alliance website, in Chinese and English, is an online travel guide which offers
tourism and travel information for Huatung. It was developed in an effort to increase exposure
to the many hidden and unknown sites in Huatung. The website not only reaches out to an
extensive number of readers, but also allows unlimited access for anyone, at any time, who
is interested in traveling to Huatung. Travel Alliance consolidates travel information, blog
articles, as well as ACF’s recommended experiential travel itineraries.
www.travel.thealliance.org.tw

Integrating Resources
Throughout its involvement in Huatung, ACF has worked with a diverse group of organizations and
undertaken many projects to benefit the underserved communities. ACF hopes to gather resources

from these different entities, share best practices and effectively deploy collective resources to help
serve Huatung communities better.

ACF assumes the role of an advisor/supervisor. It will not assume tasks that the government can or
should undertake; however, tasks that the government cannot undertake effectively, ACF will take

the lead. By combining the manpower, funds, and experiences of many organizations, ACF hopes
resources can be deployed more effectively to help build Huatung’s economy in a sustainable way.

▍DONATE YOUR DIGITAL CAMERA and
OPEN A NEW VISTA FOR CHILDREN

The “Donate Your Digital Camera and Open
A New Vista for Children” campaign was
inspired by two children, from the Puyuma
Tribe, that Shi-Ming Lin, Director of Center
of Photography for United Daily News,
encountered on the train. It was the first time
the children had seen a camera, and asked
if Mr. Lin could teach them how to use it.
When he saw the joy and innocence on the
children’s faces, he came upon the idea of
collecting secondhand digital cameras for
children from remote village, so he could
teach them how to use it to create precious
childhood memories.

Through a collaborated effort with ACF, the campaign, initially aiming
to collect 50 cameras, collected over 4000 cameras. ACF distributed
the cameras to schools in various remote regions of Taiwan, and
recruited over 100 volunteers and professional photographers,
including Mr. Lin, to teach basic photography to the children through
a series of classes. After each term, the children’s photographs were
exhibited across Taiwan, providing an opportunity for adults to see
the world through children’s innocent eyes.

▍TAIWAN CONNECTION’S MUSIC FESTIVAL
The Taiwan Connection Music Festival, one of the most successful annual music events in
Taiwan, is a festival that invites accomplished Taiwanese classical musicians back to their
hometown to perform. Co-founded by Nai-Yuan Hu, internationally renowned Violinist and
Stanley Yen, Chairman of ACF, Taiwan Connection Music Festival 2011, was held, for the first
time, in the pristine natures of Taitung’s Cishang Village, allowing classical music to be enjoyed
by many residents of remote villages.

▍EFFECTIVE INTEGRATION OF RESOURCES
Known as "the Alliance" in short, resource integration is a vital part of ACF. In 2010, to create
environmental awareness, in conjunction with 3M Corporation, 20 water stations were built
along major cycling routes in Huatung. Since its construction, plastic waste has been
substantially reduced.
From October 2010 to October 2011, ANZ Bank exhibited the artworks of children that
participated in ACF’s 2010 Huatung Youth Art Camp at ANZ’s outdoor gallery. The exhibition
gave the children a stage for their creative expressions and served as a positive conclusion to
the camp.
In 2013, ACF collaborated with IBM and Microsoft, to form a series of training programs for its
employees. With the growing number of individuals from diverse professional backgrounds
joining the ACF team, the programs helped ACF establish an operating standard, maximizing its
operating efficiency. The lectures included software training from Microsoft, as well as project
management training from IBM consultants.

▍NURTURING SUCCESSFUL LEARNING SHELTERS
Due to the economic inequality in Taiwan, many children, particularly from remote regions of
the country, are born into low income families, and neglectful or abusive homes. Many learning
shelters have been established in remote areas to provide these children with care, meals, and
tutoring. These learning shelters are a demonstration of Taiwan people’ strong empathy with the
underserved and serve as a vital support system for children from disadvantaged families in
remote communities.
Unfortunately, more often than not, learning shelters struggle to efficiently manage its operations
and suffer from shortage of funds and inadequate personnel training. To address this issue,
ACF invited professionals to conduct workshops to help these organizations identify and tackle
their problems and provide them with proper skills and management tools, so the learning
shelters can help/benefit more children. ACF also has helped learning shelters to build a
network for pooling their resources and sharing best practices.

You are the Key to Change
Our volunteers are our angels. They share and help accomplish our vision, and we are forever
grateful to them.

Since our establishment and involvement in Huatung, we have witnessed the widening of the

resource gap between urban and rural cities. Our mission is to build a platform that provides
talented underprivileged youth, many of whom are aborigines, learning and employment
opportunities; and to support sustainable development in the region. In every project that we
undertake, it would not have been possible without the help of our angels.

Many believe that they need to have more time, or to have more financial ability to be a volunteer.
We believe that the most important element to be a volunteer is to have the spirit and the heart to
reach out and help.

■ Education

Change begins with education. As education is the fundamental
force for creating positive growth, Stanley Yen knew the importance
of bringing in the right influence to help initiate positive change in
Huatung. After a phone call to retired Principal of Taipei First Girls High
School, Fugui Chen, and retired Principal of Taipei Municipal ZhongZheng Senior High School, Robert Liu, they joined Mr. Yen in his
mission, starting with their volunteer advisory work at The Junyi School
for Innovative Learning.
In time, over 30 retired principals and teachers across the country
have joined Junyi. They brought in resources and shared experiences.
Being part of the reform not only creates new value and meaning to the
lives of the children, but also to the lives of the volunteers.
■ Business Advisory

Without the support of our business advisory angels, Patrick Su, Professor of National
Kaohsiung University of Hospitality and Tourism, who shares over 30 years of experience in
hospitality, and Wilang, renowned Landscape Architect and Founder of Bulaobulao Aboriginal
Village, many of our projects would not have had the same positive outcome it has today.
Mr. Su shares his hospitality expertise, and conducted an array of training programs such
as B&B development camps, service and city guide training for local taxi drivers, Huatung
ambassadors' training, as well as developing a B&B management curriculum for Yu-Jen Senior
High School. His efforts resulted in an in-depth impact on hospitality in Huatung.
Wilang shares his experiences through consulting for new/existing businesses that are in need
of help and support. He was involved in the redevelopment of numerous projects, such

as the renovation of Yujoy House, Bixilian Cultural Centre, Luanshan Forest Museum,
Pakelang B&B, and much more.
We are forever humbled by our journey, and grateful to our angels. Without them, none of this
would be made possible.
■ Arts & Culture

Mr. Yen brought together Multimedia and Driftwood Artist, Wei-Bing Hsu, Potter, Shimei Cao,
Driftwood Artist, Laheizi, Professor of Architecture at Shih Chien University, Youzhi Xiao, and
Lighting Artist, Mai Lin to help cultivate the talents of indigenous youths, in hope that they may
one day develop a future with their abilities while helping to preserve their indigenous culture.
Through our volunteers, our angels, we are able to nurture and inspire the boundless
possibilities of art.
■ Vocational

Our angels who developed our vocational programs - Neil Zhan, Founder of Xcellent Design,
Fengyu Wang who bring over 30 years of experience in mold manufacturing, Hengli Yang,
Senior Architect of Taipei 101, Hong-Chi Ho, Associate Director of Ju Percussion Group,
Shouxin Li, Drummer of Drummer in Formosa, Wenrui Li, General Manager of Crazy Travel,
and Hongsong Li, Chairman of X-Zone - brought hope to the lives of children who were falling
behind in school, and gave them skills which will enable them to stay in their hometown to
contribute positively to its economic growth and long-term development.

We also want to extend our gratitude to the
angels who have supported us throughout this
journey. Because of your efforts, your devotion,
and your dedication, you have given hope and
touched the lives of innumerable Huatung
youth and opened another path to their future.

Thank you.

